Bridal Services
UPDO STYLE $61-$71
Our Special Occassion UpDo Styles are a Stylist Specialty here, at Zoi'A.
An UpDo Style is any style that requires a "pre curl/texture technique" that allows the hair to hold above and beyond
the use of product alone.
Sometimes UpDo Styles are, ALL UP, HALF UP or BRAIDED.
What you need to know: UpDo Styles are booked for a max of 60mins. If you feel that you have more hair or an
intricate style request, please mention this at booking so we can ensure you are with the right Stylist & the time
reserved is correct. Please note we may ask for pictures of your hair or request an in salon consultation to verify time
allowance is adequate. If additional time is needed it will be charged at $15/per 15mins of finish time.
We ask that hair comes in Clean & Dry to maximize the HOLD of your Style. If you would like a Shampoo/Blowdry
with your Up Do Style (not recommended), there will be an additional Blowout Charge as additional time is needed.

BLOWOUT - SHAMPOO/ STYLE $21-$46
If you don't need MAXIMUM Hold but you still want a Professional Style for the event, this is a great option.
The base price of this service is for a 30min reservation with a specific Stylist Level.
For every additional 15mins there will be a $15 finish time charge.
We use the following booking guidelines:
Short Hair - Chin Length and Shorter (30 min)
Shoulder Length - Chin to Shoulder (45min)
Beyond Shoulder Length - Past Shoulder - +6 inches. (60min)
Add Finish Charge for every 6 inches of hair OR for Thick/ Textured Hair

MAKEUP APPLICATION
30 MIN $30-$33

60 MIN $50-$53 (SUGGESTED FOR BRIDE)

At Zoi'A, we use bareMinerals Makeup for buildable, long wear coverage that is good for your skin. If you're new
to wearing makeup, we have a secret... photos LOVE a little "extra" makeup to showcase a defined eye, lip & cheek.
We recommend a trial for the Bride so you are prepared to see yourself with an "enhanced" photo look.

WEDDING DAY ALA CARTE
Ala Carte Services Should Be Scheduled As We Can Not Guarantee A Last Min Add On.

STRIP LASH APPLICATION $20
EYEBROW WAX $16

THE ZOI'A BRIDE + 5
Our Zoi'A Bride will receive a FREE bareMinerals Lip Color & Mini Size Hairspray when you reserve hair
services for the Bride + 5 Attendants on your Wedding Day. Limited to Supply On Hand the day of wedding.

